The Woodman’s Gin List all @ £2.95 per 25ml
Sipsmith Gin
Sipsmith’s London Dry Gin is distilled from the finest English wheat spirit with ten carefully selected botanicals, the result is a classic London Dry style that nods to its heritage and
emerges with a wonderful burst of juniper and a zesty, citrus freshness.

Shropshire Gin ‘Salopian Gin No.1’
This combines Shropshire sourced Strawberries and Raspberries (frozen in the summer to preserve their freshness), dried Juniper berries (well it wouldn’t be Gin without them) and two
other secret ingredients and yes they really are secret - best with ice, dry ginger and a slice of strawberry.

Hendricks Gin
Hendrick’s Gin is a small batch gin distilled in Ayrshire, Scotland. Infused with Bulgarian Rose and Cucumber, no other gin tastes like it because no other gin is made like it…

Akori Gin
A Japanese inspired gin made with rice based spirit, juniper and botanicals such as dragon fruit, kumquat, citrus and ginger.

Monkey 47 Dry Gin
An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, the 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into this gin, and the fact it's bottled at a healthy 47%. Monkey 47 won the
World Spirits Award Gold in the Gin category and Gold for best in class for the Gin Worldwide at the International Wine and Spirits Competition London. Not bad! Julie’s Favourite Gin!

Tarquin’s Gin
A contemporary take on a classic London Dry, fragrant handpicked Devon violets and fresh orange zest deliver an aromatic sensation unlike any other. We like to think the result is
comparable to stumbling upon a beautiful orange blossom in the middle of a crisp, dry pine forest.

The Botanist Gin
This small-batch, artisanal Gin from the Isle of Islay is made with nine of the classic Gin aromatics, including orris root, cassia bark and coriander seed. They enhance these with 22
locally foraged botanicals, including hawthorn flower, juniper, meadow sweet, and water mint.

Tanqueray Rangpur Gin
Tanqueray Rangpur unveils the best kept secret of British-Indian tradition. The rare Rangpur lime traditionally used to smooth down the gin, brings an exotic, bold flavour to the already
perfect combination of juniper, coriander, bay leaves and ginger. Clean, transparent with a rich, refreshing taste.

Star Of Bombay
Super sleek, premium and with a higher ABV than the classic Bombay Sapphire; The sublime Star of Bombay Gin. With the classic ingredients of juniper, angelica and coriander all
intensified, the Star of Bombay also features bergamot and ambrette seeds which adds an exotic layer to this wonderful intense gin.

Williams Chase Gin
Pressed from organically grown cider apples, fermented into cider, then distilled into vodka then re-distilled into gin by infusing eleven carefully selected wild botanicals with naturally
pure water taken from a aquifer that runs underneath the orchards. The result is a full bodied, sharp, yet fruity gin with tears and true provenance.

Hayman’s Sloe Gin
Hayman's Sloe Gin is made to a long standing family recipe that had previously only been available for private use. Carefully selected wild English grown sloe berries are gently steeped
for several months with Hayman's Gin before being blended with natural sugar creating a rich ruby red liqueur with smooth and intense bitter sweet fruit flavours.

Tonics
Fever Tree (Slimline & Normal) £1.95
At Fever-Tree it’s all about taste. There award winning products taste clean, subtle and balanced with authentic flavours and champagne-style carbonation, so just as good as the
spirits you’re pairing them with.

Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic £1.95
By blending the essential oils from handpicked English elderflowers with the highest quality quinine from the fever trees of the eastern Congo, we have created a delicious variation on
classic tonic water.

